At AFE with the
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Bristol Bay Campus

For information and to sign up for the course visit **Booth #3**

**ENVI F150: Viewpoints in Environmental Studies: Alaska Forum on the Environment 2018**
One college credit for attending AFE

This course promotes discussions and activities that focus on how scientists and research technicians evaluate environmental issues. Specific topics depend on session attended at AFE and may include sustainability, resource development, ecosystem management, indigenous viewpoints, building technology, energy applications, and data analysis.

**Tuition $60** - course is being offered as a 60% discount exclusively for all registered AFE participants (normally $212).

This course can also be used for Continuing Education Units.

Information and course materials are provided at the UAF Bristol Bay Campus Booth #3, or inquire at the AFE Registration Table

Contact Todd Radenbaugh at: www.uaf.edu/BBC or visit him at Booth #3 during AFE.